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“So this is Christmas, and what have you done? Another year over and a new one just begun…….. John Lennon

Undoubtedly you have struggled to consume some gradient and produce some entropy. Or maybe I should say “you all – plural” since its all of your cells that have created the shape-shifting and often grandiose “you “ within your brain to help your skin-enclosed system get around and get what it
needs.
Hope your system is consuming much gradient this holiday season, your homeostasis is hunky-dory and your condition is one of great comfort and peace. I’m sure the new year will bring many surprises as you maneuver through the competitive landscape in search of new wealth-enhancing and
energy-consuming opportunities. Provided below is a little commentary on our current predicament (also known as a rant).
The Universe as a single dense point of energy can be seen as the initial gradient. The Big Bang and inflation reduce the initial gradient as time and space expand according to the Second Law of Thermodynamics. Time and space are impossible without gradient dissipation. Gradient dissipation
produces time and space and change. You can see this in a wrist watch which must dissipate gradient (battery/spring) to move and create a progression along a circular time line. The events of time can only occur because gradient can be dissipated and the heat can escape into the inflation of the
Universe. Time is not possible without change (movement) or change in position which is inherent to the gradient dissipation process. Humans create time by burning energy gradient and dissipating it as heat. Like magnets aligning with the magnetic poles, all of life has evolved to align with the
initial massive dissipation (Big Bang) as residual dissipating phenomena. There is no other way for life to behave than the way it does, consuming gradient. If species deviated from their role as reducers of gradients, they would simply disappear. They are constantly being realigned as gradient
reducers in order to remain as dissipative structures and stand-out from the less active background. An individual’s “success” in life, in acquiring and consuming resources or having many offspring is the thermodynamic success of the Universe which uses and shapes humans and other life for its
dissipative bidding. You think you are successful, but you have been used to further the apparent goals of an expanding Universe. It’s no accident that successful dissipation bolsters your self-image and gives you a good feeling as your homeostasis is maintained. More money, more food, more
investments, more children, more dopamine, more………. it all feels good and that’s no accident. The Universe leads you through life in an endless quest for more free energy gradients and after each acquisition the happiness seems to fade until another is found.

Big Bang – NASA
All behavior and structure of life comes from and aligns with the Big Bang and expansion of the Universe which humans have logically described with the laws of thermodynamics and entropy. Humans and all other life are captives of these laws and struggle daily to acquire energy to create
motion, structure and time with the hydrosphere, atmosphere and open space acting as willing heat sinks. Any organism that attempts to practice “freewill”, that somehow deviates from the program, will find itself realigned with reality or eliminated from existence. Freewill is bounded overall by
the requirement of reducing gradients and humans have evolved to eliminate gradient as quickly and efficiently as possible (deriving profit) for reproduction or growth. These requirements can be summed-up in the Maximum Power Principle and/or Maximum Entropy Production principles.
Faster, more powerful vehicles, faster computers, faster jets, more economies of scale, burn more faster, more profit, more growth, more gradient reduced and electromagnetic radiation sent into space. Humans have evolved to be such intense competitors for energy that they can’t seem to “just say
no” to save themselves. It was never meant that they would be able to “just say no”. Extinction takes care of dissipative structures that run their course through extinction. It is only natural that capitalism should be the dominant economic system when the collapse occurs since it slavishly
maximizes growth even making spurious promises of future gradient availability in exchange for burning gradient today and creating population overshoot conditions. Some people wonder what -ism comes next. I believe it will be a pervasive state of natural “terrorism”, the type observed in
nature where all life forms are one mistake away from becoming someone else’ s meal.
To name itself “Homo sapiens” is only indicative of the hubris of humans as they slowly commit suicide by gradient reduction. “Smart” or “sapient” is defined by most humans as the ability to create tools to break open new gradients for dissipation while depriving other living organisms the same
opportunity. Humans seem unable to imagine any other parameters of success besides consumption, growth and reproduction. No surprises there, it’s what complex dissipatives do. So, as the chimps fight in Washington, D.C. (mostly about power and money – dissipative matters) and the average
family wonders how much money (gradient) they’ll have to spend to travel (motion) to Disney World and have a good (time), the biosphere degrades into a lifeless necrosphere similar to the slime found at the bottom of a yeast petri dish that has eaten itself into oblivion. Eventually only dust
devils and their larger brethren, the hurricanes and typhoons will raise the formerly vital dust beyond its gravitational resting place as the Universe continues to expand without even tallying the insignificant contributions from the Earth’s extinct dissipative spinbots.
Humans should never think of themselves as smart or intelligent, they’re simply a thermodynamic event maintaining homeostasis through gradient reduction. Their entire mentality serves energy/wealth acquisition, consumption and reproduction. Being a social mammal (obtaining energy as a
group) they are hierarchically organized and are constantly striving to improve their social standing by whatever means possible (if they haven’t yet seen the futility in such efforts). Those able to control the most money/energy are admired and envied by their sycophants while those with less
success are regularly scorned and often deemed unworthy of reproduction or even living. Just as the human civilization will enslave, consume and/or deprive other species of their ability to live and reproduce, so too wealthy humans will enslave less avaricious humans and use them for selfenrichment.
Have you been transported to the nucleolus (school) for the last twelve-years to have your brain refined for information and tool use? You are an RNA destined for one of the the technological cells. Don’t be late. Did you get your college degree? Are you ready to function as an RNA “job” within
a civilizational cancer for the rest of your life before you can retire to await the personal cancer your toxic “sapient” system has given you? I assure you that your local medical establishment and undertaker are ready to provide in your time of need and desperation if you can provide a life’s worth
of savings in exchange (usually extracted in the form of monthly health insurance premiums the paying of which has put you into an early grave.) Are you satisfied that an oligarchy of bankers, government and corporations have initial claim upon society’s nutrients and thin the blood currency for
the remainder of society which struggle to feed themselves, their cells and their vehicles? Is that the cost of survival vis-a-vis other equally exploitative nations? Perhaps if the thinning of the blood by inflation was not enough, the taxes and interest, fees and penalties are acceptable costs for
enduring life as an expendable, productive molecule attached to an hedonically enhancing smart (not sapient) phone. And now that there’s not enough to share with the worker dissipatives, the electronic prison takes shape with various surveillance, monitoring, compliance, social credit, FICO
scores, 5G and facial recognition.

Pleasant Valley State Prison in California where bad people are kept while the good people destroy the biosphere and themselves.
Since the energy horizon is shrinking, those endowed with rights from which the rest have been alienated, will try to compensate for the loss of energy by introducing new “savings” to the system, a few low-cost behavioral and structural changes to hold society together for a while like a rationing
of essentials and sharing. As the existing system is already strapped for metabolic energy and any major disruptions threaten collapse, a full conversion to “renewable energy” is not seen as workable, especially when we will likely need even more energy to heal wounds inflicted by an increasingly
chaotic climate. We will eventually be overwhelmed by the inflicted damages and inherent contradictions of our “Black Friday” hyper-dissipative existence. Our slowly disintegrating arrangement will go extinct one way or another without a source of clean energy that meets current metabolic
needs and provides enough net energy to re-stabilize the climate. The resource bill (if the technologies even existed) to accomplish this self-saving task will grow faster than the interest on the Federal debt and in any case the climate destabilization has likely already achieved positive-feedback,
escape-velocity, well beyond any feasible means of addressing it. In the meantime those at the universities are earning their six-figure salaries arguing over political correctness as if being nice to each other and erasing or rewriting sordid chapters in human history is the challenge of the day.
And where will we find our CEOs, government officials and military when push comes to shove in the international competition for food and energy? With all the courage they can muster they will scurry into their fortified bunkers to wait-out the “winnable” nuclear war only to re-emerge when
the stinkadelic cheese of next years’ appropriations comes wafting through their gold-standard air purification systems.

The rest of us will need to use our imaginations.
Let’s hope for a happy new year with smart algorithms, lightning fast trading computers, a massive pump-and-dump and lots of resources stripped away from those that can least afford it. I recommend working harder in the new year so we can eliminate the gradients and get to where we’re going
faster.

I may have posted this before but it’s worth another watch.

Older but still good – David Korowicz
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120 thoughts on “Merry Christmas from the Big Bang”
1.

Cynic said:
December 16, 2019 at 2:43 pm
Bravo James, bravo!
Good to get it off your chest as the insipid banalities of the Season draw in for the kill.
I intend to drown it in a wide variety of potent liquid intoxicants, accompanied by pies and other delicacies from the best and oldest establishment in London, stuffed with the succulent flesh of other unluckier dissipatives lower down the hierarchy.
Or were they so unlucky? Unlike us, they probably didn’t suspect their fate until the last minute; like my dog who is now gently flatulating on the sofa in front of the fire, head on his favourite sordid old cushion……
Reply
james said:
December 16, 2019 at 5:49 pm
Good plan. I will do the same and save a goodly portion for my own doggy dissipative (except the intoxicants).
Reply

2.

gwb said:
December 16, 2019 at 3:18 pm
The cluster of buildings in the back corner of the Pleasant Valley State Prison is the California State Hospital, where psychiatric patients and inmates are committed. The complex is outside the town of Coalinga (“Coaling Station A”) in the southern San Joaquin valley. Not much to do in
Coalinga for a long time — my sister’s college roommate grew up there — but now there must be lots of good-paying jobs at the prison, which must be providing a nice boost for the local housing market. I guess more prisons does an economy good…
Reply
james said:
December 16, 2019 at 6:01 pm
As far as prisons go, it looks pretty nice. I love the coffee colored dirt in the foreground. I would put the prisoners to work growing vegetables or hoe a few rows myself. Here is some nearby tomato harvesting. Wish it were sustainable.
tomatoes
Reply

3.

Apneaman said:
December 16, 2019 at 6:17 pm
Classic! I was laughing so hard I got a cramp. Thanks.
I’m fortunate that my people know I’m simple so they gift me the high end nuts, coffee & chocolate I love, but can’t afford without fully jumping back in the matrix. All produced with slave labour btw & certain to sky rocket in price then all but disappear (climate) except for the overlords.
‘Tis The Season
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scnqePfFpa8
Reply
james said:
December 17, 2019 at 7:07 am
My uncle used to send us a high-end fruitcake every year. I was amazed when the price rose to $35. years ago. The current price for the same Gethsemani fruitcake is $80. The harder everyone works to consume, the more scarce it will all become.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 17, 2019 at 1:30 pm
But how satisfying to be able to afford that fruitcake: to sit back and know that you did it, you Made It, you arrived!
And, if you have been given one, to know that you know the sort of people who have Made It and can afford to throw it around…..
Reply
james said:
December 17, 2019 at 3:24 pm
Been there, done that and it was incredibly boring. I can have more fun in a tidal pool than in attending an upper crust cocktail party. But I may still order some fruitcake to eat after I wade through some tidal pools.
This is the cherished ingredient:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g23xe6E9zkA
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 17, 2019 at 7:30 pm
My dearly departed aunt Marg, made great fruit cakes & dobos torte too. Loads of work.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 18, 2019 at 8:50 am
Or taking a good look at the lichens in the woods…..
I never feel so empty and depressed as the day after a ‘fun’ social occasion in nice clothes in a ‘glamorous’ setting with gourmet food, etc.
HELL.
Reply
james said:
December 18, 2019 at 9:09 am
The mushrooms are more interesting.
Reply

4.

dave lysak said:
December 16, 2019 at 7:07 pm
some here might, or might not, like this movie.
https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2019/12/16/first-reformed/
Reply

5.

james said:
December 17, 2019 at 7:11 am
Did you ever get the feeling that most people are only interested in getting a job, a paycheck and then consuming their share of the gradient pie? Nature has done a good job. Like the lucky animals Dave mentioned that can’t see death coming, the humans can’t see the collapse of civilization
coming.
Reply
gwb said:
December 17, 2019 at 12:40 pm
Jobs, jobs, jobs – everybody needs a job in the Great American Big House – I mean, free-market economy
Reply
james said:
December 17, 2019 at 3:25 pm
A little node in the general metabolism of things will do.
Reply

6.

Apneaman said:
December 17, 2019 at 2:33 pm
by BenjaminTheDonkey
Monday, December 16, 2019
How I Became a Drug Addict
I used to smoke reefers for fun,
But since big time doom has begun,
I just want to escape
From what’s taking shape,
While watching myself come undone.
O.K., I suppose that it’s true:
Escape’s what I’d always pursue;
Doom, we might say,
Has a strange way
Of showing yourself to you.
https://benjaminthedonkey-limericksofdoom.blogspot.com/2019/12/how-i-became-drug-addict.html
Reply
james said:
December 17, 2019 at 3:29 pm
I like this one too:
It’s not long until the grid goes,
Along with its poems and prose;
And when we’re extinct,
Even words we have inked,
In time, they will all decompose.
Ecosystem collapse is leading
To the Holocene epoch’s receding;
When all this has passed,
Nothing human will last,
Including this rhyme which you’re reading. – Benjamin the Donkey
Reply

7.

james said:
December 17, 2019 at 4:29 pm
“I want more out of life.” – the common lament of the frustrated human dissipative. Never satisfied and never meant to be satisfied.
How would you like to be a monk and fight your own brain daily? Pray to God daily to dissipate very little and not reproduce. Maybe if you don’t spend all of your time running the innate survival and reward programs, you can save a little time for contemplation and thinking. Eventually
you see how it all works and why. I can’t decide if the flesh is weak or strong, but it usually has it’s own way.
https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2014/05/08/310745284/accusations-of-embezzlement-sex-roil-old-kentucky-monastery
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 17, 2019 at 7:41 pm
I never knew there were so many Catholics in Kentucky.
There’s many where I’m originally from, Alberta. Lots of power, influence & sweet heart deals for a long long time.
Why does Alberta still have a separate Catholic school system?
“In Alberta, about one in four kids attends Catholic school — that’s more than 160,000 students.
Now, we’re not talking about private religious schools here.
We’re talking about a whole system of Catholic education that’s fully funded by taxpayers to the tune of $1.6 billion a year, and complete with separately elected school trustees.”
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/why-alberta-saskatchewan-ontario-have-separate-catholic-schools-1.4614462
Reply
james said:
December 18, 2019 at 8:27 am
Whatever denomination, they’re just fodder being prepped for the factories. We had some Catholic kids from Kentucky in the news lately.
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/23/18192831/covington-catholic-maga-hat-native-american-nathan-phillips
I’ve seen the true-believer smirk many times before. These kids are more tribal than the native American. They believe in God, Trump and the divine right of cancer.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 18, 2019 at 8:42 am
Try Spain: the rotten thing is that the Opus Dei (which is really a cult within Catholicism) university in our home town Pamplona is actually pretty good, better than the state system.
If you join Opus Dei as a student , you get lots of extra-curricular help from the profs: the plan is to seed members in all the main professions, above all medicine and law.
My younger brother told me that most of the chicas from Opus families (middle class) were much hotter than those from Left wing ones – mostly peasants. From a Left wing family, he was frozen out -although he’s done well from political contacts.
Easier access to the gradients: richer, better career prospects, better looks, higher reproductive success……who wouldn’t join the cult?
Reply
james said:
December 18, 2019 at 9:15 am
Yes, just another dissipative tribe (with God on their side and heavenly rewards). A local benefactor gave $500,000 to the local Catholic school a couple of months ago. Not uncommon.
Reply

8.

james said:
December 18, 2019 at 10:03 am
Chris Martenson from Peak Prosperity with Dennis Meadows:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=hBmjIIWPj3w&feature=emb_logo
Reply

9.

james said:
December 18, 2019 at 10:48 am
Good explanation of what’s happening in the repo market:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gZvVD8M3k54
Reply

10.

Apneaman said:
December 18, 2019 at 11:47 am
The Cosmic Timeline
Imagine that the entire history of the universe is compressed into one year – with the Big Bang corresponding to the first second of the New Year’s Day, and the present time to the last second of December 31st (midnight).
http://visav.phys.uvic.ca/~babul/AstroCourses/P303/BB-slide.htm
OMG, I feel so puny!
Reply

11.

Apneaman said:
December 18, 2019 at 12:07 pm
Kudos from friend Rob.
https://un-denial.com/2019/12/17/by-james-merry-christmas-from-the-big-bang/
Reply
james said:
December 18, 2019 at 2:03 pm
Rob’s is the only website that can suspend denial enough to acknowledge the Megacancer.
Reply

12.

james said:
December 18, 2019 at 12:12 pm
Humans only need so much truth. What they really want is a superior lifestyle and more stuff to consume. Why would the Universe have them deviate from the dissipative plan through the use of knowledge or truth? To save them? It doesn’t want to save them. As soon as they get rid of their
gradients, the Universe will look upon them greedily and consume them or let them fall apart. The current arrangement is a deal with the devil, You can stick around but you have to burn things and it’s a competition. The winner burns (and reproduces/grows) the most. The losers disappear
as they fail to meet their energy requirements. In the end “Ashes, ashes, we all fall down.” The Universe wants the energy and the plants captured some of it in a Promethean manner. Very little energy in comparison to some of the gravitational accumulations like the planets and sun. But the
sun had just liberated it and the plants recaptured it. But they only packed it into bonds, not atoms. So we get the red in tooth and claw ecosystem to release that loosely held energy. Will the Universe liberate all the energy from atoms in the end?
Reply

13.

Apneaman said:
December 18, 2019 at 1:29 pm
‘Idiocracy’ Come True: Even Pentagon Says Morons Are Inheriting the Earth
“Then there’s the painful fact that the average IQ in America and across the West is clearly dropping.”
“If you’re imagining that the population around you is getting dumber, you’re right.”
https://observer.com/2018/08/pentagon-most-americans-are-too-fat-stupid-to-enlist-in-the-military/
Reply
james said:
December 18, 2019 at 1:51 pm
You can’t say we live in a brain healthy environment.
autism
Reply

14.

james said:
December 18, 2019 at 1:35 pm
Puny yes. But we should be proud of our role in helping time unfold. How else could we be? All of our “important” motions and behaviors are just ticks on a watch (with the spring winding down and the gears wearing out). Thank goodness there was a Big Bang to give use the opportunity
to live and exist in the flow like dancing mirages.
Here is the portal from the Universe to its reflection inside the head of a complex dissipative, filtered and distilled through hominid brain tissue.
portal
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 18, 2019 at 2:53 pm
EYE SEE THE LIGHT!!! & it’s on sale at JeffBezosIsACunt.com
Reply

15.

james said:
December 18, 2019 at 6:35 pm
Good summary by David Price from way back in 1995 (earth pop. 5.5 billion).
http://dieoff.com/page137.htm
Reply

16.

Apneaman said:
December 18, 2019 at 7:05 pm
Depression and suicide linked to air pollution in new global study
Cutting toxic air might prevent millions of people getting depression, research suggests
“We know that the finest particulates from dirty air can reach the brain via both the bloodstream and the nose, and that air pollution has been implicated in increased [brain] inflammation, damage to nerve cells and to changes in stress hormone production, which have been linked to poor
mental health,”
“The research, published in the journal Environmental Health Perspectives, used strict quality criteria to select and pool research data from 16 countries published up to 2017. This revealed a strong statistical link between toxic air and depression and suicide. This is supported by more recent
research, including studies that linked air pollution with “extremely high mortality” in people with mental disorders and a quadrupled risk of depression in teenagers.
Other research indicates that air pollution causes a “huge” reduction in intelligence and is linked to dementia. A comprehensive global review earlier in 2019 concluded that air pollution may be damaging every organ and virtually every cell in the human body.”
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/dec/18/depression-and-suicide-linked-to-air-pollution-in-new-global-study
“…air pollution may be damaging every organ and virtually every cell in the human body.”
Autism Risk Linked to Particulate Air Pollution
“Children whose mothers were exposed to high levels of fine particulate pollution in late pregnancy have up to twice the risk of developing autism as children of mothers breathing cleaner air, scientists reported”
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/autism-risk-linked-to-particulate-air-pollution/
“Cancer Alley” is now global.
Reply

17.

james said:
December 18, 2019 at 7:27 pm
I picked-up a Consumer Reports magazine focusing on bottled water versus tap water. On average the bottled water had 90,000 plastic microparticles per bottle while tap water had only 4,000 on average. All of those particles are unseen and therefore are nothing to worry about. If you feel
like……just get some antidepressants and go to work. As Meadows has said, “There’s nothing we can do.” I suppose you have to take care of yourself, as best you can while the cancer does its dirty work.
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 18, 2019 at 8:04 pm
I have a Brita water jug with a slot for removable charcoal filters. The jug is plastic & so is the filter housing. What’s the point? Probable better off with a glass, ceramic or stainless steel jug with tap water.
Reply

18.

Apneaman said:
December 18, 2019 at 8:28 pm
H/T to Rob. Tim Garrett, Wednesday, December 18, 2019
Economic growth: the engine of collapse
https://nephologue.blogspot.com/2019/12/economic-growth-engine-of-collapse.html
Reply
james said:
December 19, 2019 at 11:12 am
That’s a good essay. I always take issue with the term “super-organism”, it sounds like it has solved its problems and can reproduce as in “super-duper organism”, i.e. sustainable. In order to be super-duper you have to maintain several life cycles over time with a sustainable and nontoxic energy supply. I’ve described our technological civilization as a cancer but the “creeping crud” would also suffice.
Basically life is about converting stored energy into kinetic energy (movement) into waste heat. The sum total of molecular movements produces an evolving and responsive fluid structure that maintains itself long enough to recreate the conditions for furthering the process
(reproduction). The recent departure of humans into a new technological system because of its homeostasis enhancing innovations is apparently ending as an evolutionary dead-end because even though the innovations feel good (homeostasis) they are fed by a single massive but
ultimately limited store of energy the use of which produces toxic substances that will eventually undermine the homeostasis that they are meant to enhance. Mankind’s tools have allowed man to seek homeostasis (through technological innovation and organization) while at the same
time destroying the same homeostasis by undermining the supporting ecology as a cancer undermines the body in which it seeks unlimited growth. The cancer will eventually create so much damage and chaos that the body (person) will no longer be able to take in nourishment and
distribute it. Everything collapses together.
Reply

19.

Apneaman said:
December 18, 2019 at 8:33 pm
H/T # 2 for Rob. Tad Patzek, December 18, 2019
The Essence, I Suppose? – Part I
https://patzek-lifeitself.blogspot.com/2019/12/the-essence-i-suppose-part-i.html
Reply

20.

David Higham said:
December 19, 2019 at 2:21 am
Page 32 of ‘Horizon’ by Barry Lopez.
Yueyang,China. 1987.
“At the top of the stairs I entered the night market. Passengers were haggling over root vegetables– turnips,onions,potatoes– and meat merchants were shouldering their way through with plastic buckets of butchered meat. Others were carrying strings of ulcerated
fish from the Yangtze,water in which I had seen all manner of of waste floating (and to my astonishment two endangered Yangtze river dolphins). Live monkeys and other small mammals,hedgehogs among them,stared out from the confines of screened metal cages. In one booth,wicker
trays of dead crickets and heaps of caterpillars were on display,beneath a kind of clothesline from which dozens of sparrow-like birds hung by their feet. This was more than the atavistic scenes of medieval meat
markets that Pieter Aertsen painted in the nineteenth century. It was the future,the years to come,when we would begin killing and consuming every last living thing.”
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 19, 2019 at 7:57 am
I don’t think it looks like that in China now. Now it’s mono cultured & the gore/reality is behind the industrial curtain like in the west.
David, do you have any on the ground reports regarding bushfires and the plebs reactions to them?
Reply
james said:
December 19, 2019 at 10:04 am
There’s a risk in eating everything like palm civets and horseshoe bats. If people can eat dogs without any moral reprehension then everything else is fair game (with risks).
https://jvi.asm.org/content/80/9/4211
Reply

21.

Rob Mielcarski said:
December 19, 2019 at 10:36 am
In the past some doomers tried a mud hut and bailed for the comforts of civilization. More recently, Mac10 tried Twitter and bailed for another blog because he couldn’t express a thought worth having in 280 character.
https://zensecondlife.blogspot.com/2019/12/test-post.html
Reply
james said:
December 19, 2019 at 11:23 am
Thanks for the link. Who goes to a mud hut when you can go to the “love shack” instead. Most of humanity will be dreaming of the “love shack” while living in the mud hut.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9SOryJvTAGs
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 19, 2019 at 12:33 pm
I’d be as frustrated as Mac10 too if every damn day for the last decade, I predicted the financial world was going to implode the day after tomorrow & all that happened was stocks continued to rise while the masses got poorer. His analysis of the monetary monkey show is correct, but
his prediction success rate is atrocious. Beware those great expectations. Mac will be vindicated in the end & he’ll have a 10 year + daily cyber record to point to & say, “see, I told ya!”
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
December 19, 2019 at 12:59 pm
You gotta admire Mac10’s persistence despite being wrong on every prediction. I read him because he makes me laugh and I suspect he is right. When some butterfly flaps its wings, probably somewhere in China, this house of cards is going to fall so hard and so fast it will
shock everyone, and the news media will report that no one saw this coming.
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 19, 2019 at 3:10 pm
Mac’s a trooper……no doubt.
Reply

22.

Apneaman said:
December 19, 2019 at 3:58 pm
A Never-Before-Seen Event Is Collapsing an Ice Sheet in the Russian Arctic
This isn’t how ice is supposed to behave
https://www.livescience.com/first-evidence-glacier-surges-become-ice-streams.html
Reply
james said:
December 19, 2019 at 4:38 pm
It seems that after the ice is gone, all we have remaining as a heat sink is the deep ocean. How much heat can it take and how will that affect dissolved oxygen levels. Fewer phytoplankton?
https://e360.yale.edu/features/how_long_can_oceans_continue_to_absorb_earths_excess_heat
https://www.carbonbrief.org/guest-post-how-global-warming-is-causing-ocean-oxygen-levels-to-fall
https://www.fondriest.com/environmental-measurements/parameters/water-quality/dissolved-oxygen/
Reply

23.

james said:
December 19, 2019 at 4:16 pm
Good summary of civilization’s dilemma:
https://monthlyreview.org/2018/05/01/the-physics-of-capitalism/
To put it very bluntly, people don’t want to be poor. Reducing energy flow will make people poorer. Rather than be poor most would probably rather die along with the biosphere. In any case they will likely become poor and then die with the failing biosphere. I take a lot of joy in studying
the natural world while most take great joy in eating it. Even in poverty I can create some pretty good dopamine but that doesn’t hold for everyone.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
December 19, 2019 at 7:24 pm
Not impressed with this guy.
In his recommendations he does not mention the only thing that might help, policies for rapid population reduction.
And he does recommend a common meme that won’t help, a vegan diet.
Yesterday’s podcast by Chris Kresser on the peer reviewed science about the quality and quantity of protein sources, and their effect on health is worth a listen.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j2WGA8ObLGA
Reply
gwb said:
December 20, 2019 at 12:24 pm
I thought the Physics of Capitalism story in the Monthly Review was a good overview of our situation, for a socialist audience who may not have a scientific background. Also, the author graduated from George Mason University (in Northern Virginia, the D.C. area), which is a
neocon hotbed, home to the Mercatus Center and a bunch of Koch Industries-funded think tanks and professorships. Congrats to the author for steering clear of the right-wing, climate-denial libertarian snowjob being cooked up at GMU.
Reply

24.

David Higham said:
December 19, 2019 at 4:23 pm
I read your question,Apneaman. I can only give you my view,which is probably not accurate,because there have
been no significant fires in this area this year. So I am
a spectator to all that has been occurring in southern
Qld and NSW. Also,I don’t subscribe to the Murdoch papers
or watch much TV,and no Murdoch TV at all. (The Murdoch
newspapers here are still riddled with opinion pieces by
journalists,editors,and ‘experts’ who are climate change
deniers) . The ‘loon pond’ link below is written by a retired
journalist who gives a running commentary on Murdochs
‘flagship’ paper, ‘The Australian’. (She calls the journalists
there ‘the reptiles’ ). You can read some excerpts there.
She generally writes only two blog entries a week now.
I read an opinion piece this morning that might give
you an idea as well,so I will give that link below.
There have been hundreds of homes destroyed ,including
around forty yesterday close to Sydney. You probably
know that the prime minister here (Scott Morrison) is a climate change denier who brought a lump of coal as a stunt into parliament before he was P.M.,stating how
coal was a harmless substance,we shouldn’t be afraid,etc..
He has been on holiday the last week ,and has been copping quite a bit of flack because of his gung-ho and
dismissive attitude to the severity of the fires.
There are a lot of distraught,angry and desperate people
at present. No doubt the percentage of people who are
climate change deniers has declined,but I don’t know
the current numbers.
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/dec/19/2019-wasnt-just-protests-and-fleabag-it-was-the-year-a-climate-truth-bomb-dropped
http://loonpond.blogspot.com/
Australia had its hottest day on record yesterday,over 41 C.
We had the coolest day for the last month yesterday. 28 C
max. Cloudy for a lot of the day,some light showers.
Strange.
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 19, 2019 at 6:12 pm
Thanks David. I was looking for your take & anyone you’ve conversed with or overheard. I’m too familiar with the stats, some of the politics & Murdoch’s army of brain washed denier parrot-trolls. Hole-ee-fuck, go read the comment section on any on the skynews segment (youtube)
that discusses bush fires, climate change or limits. Both the “reporters” & commenters are the most relentlessly stupid fucks in the English speaking world. Just like characters in the Idiocracy movie. Just as bad or worse than American & Albertan deniers. Only a dark appreaction of
the absurdity of their monkey madness can help keep one sane.
I happy to hear you’re not on fire;)
Reply
David Higham said:
December 19, 2019 at 8:05 pm
A current fire link:
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/live/2019/dec/20/nsw-fires-near-sydney-melbourne-wa-western-south-australia-weather-forecast-victoria-qld-bushfires-catastrophic-extreme-heatwave-latest-news-live-updates
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 19, 2019 at 10:28 pm
David, the Canadians sent y’all some help as per our cooperative agreements.
Canadian firefighters in Australia to help tackle blazing bushfires in historic heat — Wednesday, December 18, 2019
” Kim Connors, from the Canadian Interagency Forest Fire Centre in Winnipeg, told CTV News that 21 Canadian firefighters have been there since early December.
“They’re there for 38 days and then we are sending 31 more tomorrow night,” he said.
The Canadian wildfire experts who made the trip have roles in planning, logistics and operations. They will stay in Australia into the new year.
“Canadians came in fresh and uplifted the spirits and energy levels in the fire control centres they are working in now,” said Morgan Kehr, the Canadian deployment liason officer.
Australia recorded its hottest day on record on Dec. 18, with an average temperature across the country of 40.9 degrees Celsius.”
https://www.ctvnews.ca/world/canadian-firefighters-in-australia-to-help-tackle-blazing-bushfires-in-historic-heat-1.4736363
..
Australian firefighters join Telegraph Creek efforts
Regional district extends State of Emergency another week to Aug. 17
Aug. 14, 2018
“An Australian Incident Management Team has arrived in Dease Lake to assume oversight of the firefighting effort.
A total of 193 personnel are now dedicated to the fire. The personnel consist of Canadian, Australian and New Zealand firefighters with a Mexican team also on its way. The effort breaks down to 157 firefighters, 13 helicopters and 21 pieces of heavy equipment.
“The amount of water it would take to deliver through the hoses to put these fires out, it’s impossible to deliver that volume of water,” he said. “Air support efforts have been focused instead on the interface, homes and businesses, bridges, cell towers and culturally sensitive
areas.”
https://www.terracestandard.com/news/australian-firefighters-join-telegraph-creek-efforts/
Thank you Australia et al nations. That’s all good stuff, but what happens when we can no longer afford it & conditions are even worse? I guess we’ll make our way to the nearest high school & conscript a bunch of obese, gender confused teenagers.
‘Ok Omega generation, gird up your loins for pyro-battle. Get out there & save that deluxe seniors retirement community & those, Ok Boomer vacation homes’!
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
December 20, 2019 at 12:28 am
Brilliant. Fly a bunch of Canadians half way round the world to fight a fire caused by people flying too much. Just wire them some fucking money if you want to help. But then the monkeys wouldn’t get a free trip and some site seeing.
Reply
David Higham said:
December 20, 2019 at 4:02 pm
This might be of interest. I haven’t read
it yet. Victoria usually has its worst fires
in February.
https://www.thesaturdaypaper.com.au/news/environment/2019/12/21/the-long-hot-summer/15768468009264
Reply

25.

Apneaman said:
December 19, 2019 at 9:56 pm
Good analysis from Orlov on debt insanity.
Wednesday, December 18, 2019
The Final Act
“In processing the flow of information about the goings on in the US, it is impossible to get rid of a most unsettling sense of unreality—of a population trapped in a dark cave filled with little glowing screens, all displaying different images yet all broadcasting essentially the same message.
That message is that everything is fine, same as ever, and can go on and on. But whatever it is that’s going on can’t go on forever, and therefore it won’t. More specifically, a certain coal mine canary has recently died, and I want to tell you about it.”
https://cluborlov.blogspot.com/2019/12/the-final-act.html
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
December 20, 2019 at 1:00 am
Good find. Something’s up.
Reply
dave lysak said:
December 20, 2019 at 9:20 am
always like orlov. just to cheap to get past his paywall.
Reply
Ken Barrows said:
December 23, 2019 at 9:22 pm
Although a future of fast breeding Russian nuclear reactors raises my skepticism
Reply

26.

james said:
December 20, 2019 at 8:23 am
A sign found at the U.S. Capitol Building “In God We Trust” that also shows-up on currency and license plates.
sign from god
Do you think these people have a plan-B? Nope, it’s all in God’s hands. All they can think about is filling their pockets with cash and getting to heaven where they imagine they can dissipate forever. Such is the brain of the human dissipative that can’t stand to consider a truly final resting
place.
Any dissipative that has their food supply interupted or depleted undergoes the starvation regime. Must be a part of God’s plan like so many other imminent catastrophes.
yemeni girl
Starving Yemeni girl.
Sorry, it was all God’s will just like the nuclear wars, death of the ecosystem and so much more. God made us do it because God made us just the way we are.
Reply

27.

dave lysak said:
December 20, 2019 at 9:09 am
“Will the Universe liberate all the energy from atoms in the end?”
Nothing lasts forever. I guess.
except a quantum flux of some sort? no one knows.
maybe Martin Butler, et al, is right? it’s all some sort of “immaterial” mind game. no one knows.
If I was an immaterial mind of some sort, and I had to keep myself occupied for an eternity, I might do something similar. I guess.
Reply

28.

dave lysak said:
December 20, 2019 at 9:27 am
I do know that there is one uncontestable fact, every human, everything with a brain of some sort, that was ever born, will suffer and then die. the particular amount of suffering involved may vary. that may be two or three facts. not sure.
Reply
james said:
December 20, 2019 at 9:56 am
This is for sure. I see religion as just another form of dissipative greed but I guess it keeps humans from being too distracted from their dissipative duties, worrying about death, and excuses their maltreatment of other tribes. (Our God is the only God, we are the chosen ones.)
Reply

29.

dave lysak said:
December 20, 2019 at 11:52 am
doesn’t seem like a real good EROEI. those wolves should find some oil so they can start hunting from helicopters and such. the overall eroei will be worse, but at least they wouldn’t have to run around so much.
https://gfycat.com/cluelessmassiveivorybilledwoodpecker-nature
Reply
james said:
December 20, 2019 at 1:24 pm
Maybe they should become vegetarians like the hare.
Reply
dave lysak said:
December 20, 2019 at 2:17 pm
yeah, at least plants can’t run away.
Reply

30.

james said:
December 20, 2019 at 4:46 pm
Good article on the nature of time.
From the comments:
“Time does not exist. What exists is change. Time was invented to measure the rate of change. Always there is change. We cannot perceive the present. It is an infinitely small interface between the future and the past. Our perception of the present is actually a perception of a quantity of
change. Our perception of reality,
is facilitated by our short term memory. It was that, now it is this. Without change there is no perception of reality.”
Interesting comments.
All of the “change” around you in the chimp cancer is part of the initial Big Bang trying to find equilibrium (via the sun). The forms/species that release the energy fastest are rewarded with existence. Any energy we can degrade is greedily accepted into the expansion of space. Time is the
change inherent to the kinetics of gradient reduction. Humans must therefore be preoccupied with getting rich and reproducing without a sliver of care for much else. Caring about other things would be inefficient and noncompetitive. Let the future take care of itself while we battle for the
energy. Humans will destroy their biosphere trying to outperform one another in consuming gradient or “being rich” which is all they’ve really ever known. All just opinion of course, but just think of the idiocy of using nuclear fuels. They really can’t help themselves and must take chances
due to the competition for energy. Loser goes extinct like the thirteen other species of hominids.
Reply

31.

Apneaman said:
December 20, 2019 at 7:23 pm
Are we already beyond climate tipping points? – A MAHB Dialogue with Paleo-Climatologist Andrew Glikson
December 10, 2019
“There is hardly any future for many species and for human civilization under mean global temperatures of more than 2 degrees Celsius, let alone under more than 4 degrees Celsius, which is where we are heading… ”
https://mahb.stanford.edu/blog/are-we-already-beyond-climate-tipping-points-a-mahb-dialogue-with-paleo-climatologist-andrew-glikson/
Reply

32.

Lidia17 said:
December 20, 2019 at 9:49 pm
Glikson has been on NBL radio a couple of times:
https://prn.fm/nature-bats-last-08-06-19/
https://prn.fm/nature-bats-last-07-06-18/
Reply
james said:
December 21, 2019 at 7:04 am
The discussion reminds me of what Meadows said about the trigger of the gun having been pulled and the bullet is traveling down the barrel while the impact has not yet been felt.
Reply

33.

Apneaman said:
December 20, 2019 at 10:30 pm
Side show- I’m not picking tribes I hate them all, just pointing out the glaring double standard that will have consequences.
Iowa man sentenced to 16 years for after setting Pride flag on fire
“An Iowa man who burned a church LGBTQ flag in June was sentenced to 16 years in prison Wednesday.
Last month, Adolfo Martinez, 30, was convicted of a hate crime, third-degree harassment and reckless use of fire, the Des Moines Register reports.
In June, Martinez stole a Pride flag that was hanging outside of Ames United Church of Christ and lit it on fire.
Story County Attorney Jessica Reynolds said Martinez was given the additional hate crime charge due to belief that Martinez burned the flag because of “what it represents as far as sexual orientation.”
https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/475333-iowa-man-sentenced-to-16-years-for-hate-crime-after-setting-pride-flag
..
Meet the Guy Who Burns Confederate Flags at NASCAR Races
Political protester Gene Stilp isn’t making any new friends with what he’s calling an “educational effort.”
https://www.vice.com/en_ca/article/vbz4px/meet-the-guy-who-burns-confederate-flags-at-nascar-races
Reply
james said:
December 21, 2019 at 6:53 am
We’re supposed to be an homogeneous product of society, sexless, no individuality, no tribalism except for the one that counts, “God bless America…………” We’re RNA and should work in our cells and pay interest and taxes for the greater projects of humanity, like a new Fwhatever fighter jet and executive bonuses and perks. There is no room for hatred in our society. You must be an emotionless drone.
Speaking of hatred, the French pensioners cut-off the electricity to their central bank. We need to go to France for hatred training. How about this for a t-shirt: “December 23, 1913, A Day That Will Live in Infamy.” Of course the central bank had to be established anyhow just to
maximize growth and the resulting homeostatic security. Let me know how that works out in the long run.
Reply

34.

Apneaman said:
December 20, 2019 at 11:09 pm
Why Your Brain Hates Other People
And how to make it think differently.
By Robert Sapolsky
“It’s been said, “There are two kinds of people in the world: those who divide the world into two kinds of people and those who don’t.” In reality, there’s lots more of the former. And it can be vastly consequential when people are divided into Us and Them, ingroup and outgroup, “the
people” (i.e., our kind) and the Others.
The core of Us/Them-ing is emotional and automatic.
Humans universally make Us/Them dichotomies along lines of race, ethnicity, gender, language group, religion, age, socioeconomic status, and so on. And it’s not a pretty picture. We do so with remarkable speed and neurobiological efficiency; have complex taxonomies and classifications
of ways in which we denigrate Thems; do so with a versatility that ranges from the minutest of microaggression to bloodbaths of savagery; and regularly decide what is inferior about Them based on pure emotion, followed by primitive rationalizations that we mistake for rationality. Pretty
depressing.”
http://nautil.us/issue/49/the-absurd/why-your-brain-hates-other-people
Reply
dolph said:
December 21, 2019 at 5:55 am
I’ve been wondering recently why I get strange stares from people even though I haven’t done anything at all to them. Literally nothing. Dressed normal, look normal, average male of average height and weight, clean cut, clean shaved, not a single word out of my mouth let alone
anything aggressive.
And they look at me like scum. Screw them, I’m out. I should have realized this a long time ago, but I was programmed by too much corporate and liberal propaganda, and my profession, which is part of the healthcare complex.
We are all just aggressive hunter apes walking around.
Reply
james said:
December 21, 2019 at 6:31 am
Chimps can be pretty nasty. They’re competing with each other for power, material and sexual rewards and love to try and put themselves on a higher pedestal while knocking others off. Besides that, many are in a bad mood because they’re enslaved in the technological matrix
which isn’t going to get any better. Facebook seems to be a competitive chimp arena. Look at Trump, he’s absolutely great at knocking others off their pedestals and the other chimps are trying to impeach him (knock him off his pedestal). Some people just try and enjoy life
because the hard won rewards are mostly hollow, not worth the fight.
Reply
james said:
December 21, 2019 at 6:35 am
Other tribes are an economic competitor and typically they don’t “share”. I think I’ve read of several instances of natives having get-to-know-you parties for other tribes, filling them full of food and drink, and then killing them in their sleep. Never underestimate a chimp.
Reply

35.

dolph said:
December 21, 2019 at 6:22 am
It takes some time for culture/civilization to change. Because we have so many people, and so many different layers of complexity, the system is hegemonic.
Everything just keeps going and going. All the vested interests maintain themselves, at the cost of future generations and resources. They declare there is no alternative, then go about making sure that no alternative realizes itself.
The masses, for their part, have taken this totality unto themselves. They truly do believe that from this point to eternity, we will be driving our cars all over the suburbs, all over the country, and watching infinite tv/movie sequels, watching sports, eating fast food, bombing or invading
another country, etc. They can’t envision anything different precisely because the system is too strong, it always produces the same stuff year after year.
Let’s say there was no superbowl for 10 years. This would cause about 5-10 percent of the masses to wake up. The remainder would still believe that somebody is working on bringing it back. All it would take is just one tweet or soundbite to convince them of that.
We are living The Matrix, Wall-E, Idiocracy right now. To use some examples produced from within entertainment to convict themselves with a wink. And nothing is going to change.
But I’m going to be dead! That’s why I lost interest. I followed all of this obsessively for 10 years but I’m finally done. I leave it to the future generations.
Reply
james said:
December 21, 2019 at 7:35 am
Most people are simply struggling to fulfill their debt contracts and keep themselves, their homes and cars fed. They don’t have enough leeway to change. Many people buy cheap food simply to have enough to keep the home cell alive and gas for work. This only ruins their health and
they end-up paying many thousands of dollars to save or repair themselves, if possible.
Like George Mobus said, we’re likely just at the edge of the downslope of the shark-fin curve and we’ll be sliding for decades. We’ll be going through thickets and boulders and………….a rough ride for sure. I’m getting my sleigh ready.
https://questioneverything.typepad.com/
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 21, 2019 at 12:21 pm
Dolph, most of them will only change, if they can change at all, when serious change is forced upon them. Fuck em. You don’t need em. I like Morris Berman’s terms to describe those who have turned their back on or internally walked away from the dominate culture – “new
monastic individuals” or internal migrants.
“I wrote about the “monastic option” of the fourth century, which was mostly Irish, and certainly was Catholic. The idea is that people disconnect from the larger culture, like the Amish or the Shakers. You pull yourself away from that culture and you create a community in which you
preserve the values of Western civilization that you think are important.
I don’t know to what extent this course of action is being pursued in the United States, but I know that people write me about their own attempts to become “new monastic individuals.” You’ve largely given up on the larger culture. You realize that it’s dying, that it’s not preserving the
values that are your values, and you want to cultivate those, hopefully, with like-minded individuals. All well and good.
As far as I can see, there are only two ways of escaping the destructive influence of America: one is the option just indicated, that of the new monastic individual. It’s a kind of internal migration. The other option is the one I took, which is to leave America altogether. I still think that’s
the best option: just get out. If you don’t get out, then you’re living in a kind of corporate-commercial wraparound 24/7. It makes it extremely hard to live a healthy life, or even to think straight. Myself, I have to admit that I didn’t have the strength to resist the dominant culture. At first
I thought I was going to be a lotus in a cesspool, but all that happened was that I became a dirty lotus. So I left, and it was the smartest, happiest, and most significant decision I made in my entire life. Like most Americans, I had been little more than a hamster running on a wheel.”
https://www.counterpunch.org/2018/08/10/declinism-rising-an-interview-with-morris-berman/
Reply
Lidia17 said:
December 21, 2019 at 3:02 pm
I like the concept of internal migration and “new monasticism”. I think westerners who move to other countries, though, are going to be putting themselves at risk. Morris can be smart and happy as long as his first-world income can pay his second-world expenses. Then what?
Reply
james said:
December 22, 2019 at 5:20 am
You can be real happy until the majority starts looking for a scapegoat.
Reply

36.

dave lysak said:
December 21, 2019 at 8:59 am
I think that this is a simple, but very correct, analysis. the (current) debt bubble will burst soon.
https://www.oftwominds.com/blogdec19/costs-bubbles12-19.html?fbclid=IwAR3xd2IOQSD4MoWpuBJZ5nwpq1ZaCM0UAJVScvDXscPCuptR-ydWf8yw2L8
Reply
james said:
December 21, 2019 at 10:32 am
They could bail-out the slaves but that’s working in the wrong direction. Like I told my kids, if you liquidate a billionaire everyone in the United States gets about three dollars. But if a person can get three dollars from everyone in the United States, they’ll be a billionaire. If more and
more people want to be billionaires or millionaires, you have to find more ways to milk he populace or turn the financial screws on them.
“Income inequality is the relative unequal distribution of income throughout an economy. In developed countries, income inequality is at its highest level that it has been. In the US, for example, in 2012, the top 10% earned 50% of all income and the top 1% took 20%, the highest
level in 100 years. This will only increase as exponential technology leads to winner-takes-all economics.
Mounds of evidence has shown that a society’s wellbeing is no longer positively correlated with absolute income and economic growth. These factors are still important in developing economies, but not in developed ones. What matters now is the differential between people within a
country.
Some of the empirical evidence shows that an increase in income inequality is linked to:
Increased rates of crime
Decreased social mobility
Poorer health outcomes
Reduced levels of trust
Increased political inequality
Increased risk of financial crisis
Rise in conflict” – From: http://www.neonosis.com/672-2/ An article exploring societal collapse.
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 21, 2019 at 3:16 pm
$3 ain’t much kids, but there’s another version of liquidating a billionaire and it is priceless.
https://youtu.be/1IcBsSKnDts
Reply
james said:
December 22, 2019 at 5:26 am
https://rarehistoricalphotos.com/last-public-execution-guillotine-1939/
Evidently he was “incorrigible”. Would that describe our current crop of “elite” money grubbers?
Reply
dave lysak said:
December 22, 2019 at 8:35 am
very little wasted effort. the body rolls right into the receiving basket.
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 22, 2019 at 1:05 pm
Good trivia/history. I love the portability of the guillotine. I bet you could transport to 7-8 corporate boardrooms in one business day. Gonna need to build a few thousand of them or we’ll be here for ever.
“After the event the authorities finally came to believe that “far from serving as a deterrent and having salutary effects on the crowds” the public execution “promoted baser instincts of human nature and encouraged general rowdiness and bad behavior”. The
“hysterical behavior” by spectators was so scandalous that French president Albert Lebrun immediately banned all future public executions.”
You Said It: Majority of Canadians favour return of death penalty! September 15, 2018
“Believe it or not, most Canadians favour bringing back capital punishment, even while Americans are slowly moving away from it. Repeated polls reveal that a majority of Canadians to this day favour some return of the death penalty. According to a 2016 survey
by Abacus Data, 58 per cent of Canadians want their country to join the likes of China, Iraq, Iran and Saudi Arabia in sanctioning state murder!”
“Most democratic governments have done away with capital punishment. Of all the major democracies, only three still execute criminals: India, Japan and the U.S. Capital punishment is viewed in most of the civilized world as unfair, cruel and barbaric. A condition
of entry into the European Union specifies that any country wishing to join cannot practice capital punishment.
And yet a majority of Canadians want this form of punishment re-instituted under certain circumstances! Go figure.”
https://ottawasun.com/opinion/letters/you-said-it-majority-of-canadians-favour-return-of-death-penalty
Give the people-chimps what they want.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
December 22, 2019 at 5:04 pm
Soon we will have to arbitrage between what we want and what we need. When faced with a choice between one 25 cent bullet or $50,000 a year to keep someone in a prison, versus using the $50,000 to provide food to needy law abiding citizens, I know what
I would choose. A lot will change when we can no longer print money.
Reply
dave lysak said:
December 22, 2019 at 8:52 am
I don’t think that guy understands the consequences of non-equilibrium thermodynamics, or thermodynamics in general.
Reply
dave lysak said:
December 22, 2019 at 8:54 am
I couldn’t get past this sentence: “We must transcend the dominant structures yet include the properties that are worth keeping.”
Reply

37.

james said:
December 21, 2019 at 1:22 pm
Permafrost? What permafrost?
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2019/12/19/muscovites-wonder-where-winter-has-gone-as-temperatures-hit-133-year-high-a68671
Reply
gwb said:
December 21, 2019 at 6:04 pm
Maybe the Russians will start believing in climate change now; they’ve always been skeptical about it.
Reply
james said:
December 22, 2019 at 5:27 am
They’ll have to be knee-deep in perma-mud to believe.
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 22, 2019 at 1:30 pm
http://en.kremlin.ru/events/president/news/62366
Reply
james said:
December 22, 2019 at 2:09 pm
“It is difficult to get a man to understand something, when his GDP depends on his not understanding it.”
But Putin understands. There’s no way to meet the cuts and survive, especially with a bunch of neocons talking about winnable nuclear wars.
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 22, 2019 at 3:12 pm
Putin is a clever chimp. He more or less has adopted left leaning western politicians rhetoric. Confirm their fears, down play the severity & promise to address on it while carrying on with the Megacancer project. Putin only varied by adding a dose of doubt as to how
much of CC is human caused. He pretty much appeased everyone except the hardcore & shrinking “it’s not happening” denier cult.
Btw, there are plenty of Russian scientists who have been doing good CC research & attribute it 100% to humans. Necessarily, their work is rarely featured by the MSM, because Rachel Maddow said they are all Putin opratives. Rachel is just trying to protect us
from evil……bless her heart.
Reply

38.

Apneaman said:
December 21, 2019 at 3:56 pm
Tim Morgan
#160. New Year’s Revolutions?
Posted on December 20, 2019
THE SURPLUS ENERGY ECONOMY – CONTEXT AND CHOICE
“My view is that the word “normal”, whose definition has, in economic and broader terms, already been stretched a very long way indeed, might soon lose any realistic meaning. A situation in which the Fed is in the process of injecting at least $1 trillion of newly-created money into the
system typifies the extent to which abnormality has already become the norm.”
https://surplusenergyeconomics.wordpress.com/
Reply

39.

dave lysak said:
December 21, 2019 at 6:05 pm
the Irishman, the movie.
https://zulukilo.wordpress.com/2019/12/21/the-irishman/
Reply

40.

David Higham said:
December 21, 2019 at 6:17 pm
Time to start training courses in your local branch of the
Kentucky Hunter-Gatherer Society,James.
https://mahb.stanford.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Our-Hunter-Gatherer-future.pdf
Reply
james said:
December 22, 2019 at 5:30 am
If I show-up as a hunter-gatherer or native I’ll be slaughtered. That’s what techno cancer man has done for many thousands of years.
Reply

41.

Apneaman said:
December 22, 2019 at 12:12 pm
James, did you know that your observations are, “a particular worldview derived from ancient desert religions engaged in ritual conquest and despoliation” And “We don’t need to adopt that model any more than we need to keep ready-standby militaries in times of peace”, according to
Albert Bates?
https://peaksurfer.blogspot.com/2019/12/our-genetic-timebomb.html
Yup, any day now mass consuming & the MIC that helps keep the goodies flowing in the proper direction (to me) will go POOF! & the humans will look back & chuckle at how all their silly behaviour prior to ‘the biochar awaking’ was solely based on the wrong choice of ideologies.
Reply
james said:
December 22, 2019 at 1:55 pm
I’m afraid we don’t adopt any “models”. There aren’t any models. We evolve to behave by the laws of thermodynamics. No choice involved. Capitalism isn’t a choice either, it occurs naturally to maximize gradient reduction and max dopamine/opioid hits (check CO2 levels).
Reply

42.

Apneaman said:
December 22, 2019 at 12:25 pm
Alpha God : the psychology of religious violence and oppression
Garcia, Hector A
This book uses evolutionary psychology as a lens to explain religious violence and oppression. The author, a clinical psychologist, examines religious scriptures, rituals, and canon law, highlighting the many ways in which our evolutionary legacy has shaped the development of religion and
continues to profoundly influence its expression. The book focuses on the image of God as the dominant male in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. This traditional God concept is seen as a reflection of the “dominant ape” paradigm so evident in the hierarchical social structures of primates,
with whom we have a strong genetic connection.
The author describes the main features of male-dominated primate social hierarchies— specifically, the role of the alpha male as the protector of the group; his sexual dominance and use of violence and oppression to attain food, females, and territory; in-group altruism vs. out-group
hostility (us vs. them); and displays of dominance and submission to establish roles within the social hierarchy. The parallels between these features of primate society and human religious rituals and concepts make it clear that religion, especially its oppressive and violent tendencies, is
rooted in the deep evolutionary past.
This incisive analysis goes a long way toward explaining the historic and ongoing violence committed in the name of religion
https://b-ok.cc/book/2630824/cc21aa
Reply
james said:
December 22, 2019 at 2:00 pm
And I might add that “God” can also be seen as a chief conveniently believed-in to hold a super-tribe together with former little chiefs acting as priests. Now get busy and cut some hearts out.
Reply

43.

Apneaman said:
December 22, 2019 at 1:39 pm
Chimp Complexity – in over their heads on every count.
Chained to Globalization
Why It’s Too Late to Decouple
“Globalization, in short, has proved to be not a force for liberation but a new source of vulnerability, competition, and control; networks have proved to be less paths to freedom than new sets of chains.”
“The world’s powers are enmeshed in financial, trade, and information networks that they do not fully understand, raising the risk of blunders that could set off dangerous conflicts. ”
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/united-states/2019-12-10/chained-globalization
Reply
james said:
December 22, 2019 at 2:05 pm
Going back to a strict nationalism will probably collapse things. Economies of scale reversing. Think of all the debt that has to be paid-off over the next twenty to thirty years. Most everyone is working to pay-off debt and all the remaining fossil fuels will have to be burned to do it.
Except we won’t make it that far. It does hamper your ability to make changes when you’re locked-into debt obligations for the long-term or long enough to watch things fall apart completely.
Reply

44.

Apneaman said:
December 23, 2019 at 11:14 pm
Coming to a dystopia near you?
https://twitter.com/i/status/1208469511051075585
Reply
james said:
December 26, 2019 at 7:39 am
The nerve of that guy, criticizing the police online. Doesn’t he know that the Chinese Communist Party fully supports the police and their suppression? Perhaps they’ll harvest his organs next.
Reply

45.

Apneaman said:
December 24, 2019 at 7:03 pm
Yes, Australia has always had bushfires: but 2019 is like nothing we’ve seen before
“Who says the bushfires are unprecedented?
The firefighting agency in the state worst affected, for starters.
The NSW Rural Fire Service says the scale of what has burned in that state is unprecedented at this point of the fire season. By Monday, 3.41 million hectares had burned. “To put it in perspective, in the past few years we have had a total area burned for the whole season of about 280,000
hectares,” RFS spokeswoman Angela Burford said.
A slightly larger area burned across the 1974 calendar year, but those fires were of an entirely different nature: fuelled by above-average rainfall, it burned through mostly remote outback grasslands in the state’s far west.
By comparison, this year’s fires are further east, where people live, and have been fuelled by a vast bank of dry fuel following the country’s record-breaking drought. Soil moisture is at historic lows in some areas, and rainfall in the first eight months of the year was the lowest on record in
the northern tablelands and Queensland’s southern downs.”
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/dec/25/factcheck-why-australias-monster-2019-bushfires-are-unprecedented
Deniers down under are hysterically losing their shit. I broke my rule and read the comments section of a few skynews videos on youtube. They are in a frantic denier panic & angry. Thanks for the Xmas schadenfreude – fucking imbeciles.
Reply
james said:
December 26, 2019 at 7:36 am
It’s hard to maintain homeostasis when it’s 2,000 F outside. Abandon cells immediately. Run for you RNA life.
Reply

46.

Apneaman said:
December 24, 2019 at 9:13 pm
History’s Largest Mining Operation Is About to Begin
It’s underwater—and the consequences are unimaginable.
Mining companies want access to the seabed beneath international waters, which contain more valuable minerals than all the continents combined.
At full capacity, these companies expect to dredge thousands of square miles a year. Their collection vehicles will creep across the bottom in systematic rows, scraping through the top five inches of the ocean floor. Ships above will draw thousands of pounds of sediment through a hose to
the surface, remove the metallic objects, known as polymetallic nodules, and then flush the rest back into the water. Some of that slurry will contain toxins such as mercury and lead, which could poison the surrounding ocean for hundreds of miles. The rest will drift in the current until it
settles in nearby ecosystems. An early study by the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences predicted that each mining ship will release about 2 million cubic feet of discharge every day, enough to fill a freight train that is 16 miles long. The authors called this “a conservative estimate,” since
other projections had been three times as high. By any measure, they concluded, “a very large area will be blanketed by sediment to such an extent that many animals will not be able to cope with the impact and whole communities will be severely affected by the loss of individuals and
species.”
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/01/20000-feet-under-the-sea/603040/
The ocean floor: The final frontier
These are the voyages of the Chimp-ship Enterprise.
Its never ending mission: to explore strange new gradients.
To seek out new rewards and conquer new civilizations.
To boldly go where no Cancer has gone before!
Reply
james said:
December 26, 2019 at 7:33 am
Perfect. And the denizens of the oceans are slapping their foreheads and saying, “Oh my God.”
Reply
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Apneaman said:
December 24, 2019 at 9:44 pm
Great Documentary from 2003
Flight from Death: The Quest for Immortality
Based on the Ernest Becker classic The Denial of Death
https://youtu.be/sK4ztZ4tzQY
Reply
dave lysak said:
December 25, 2019 at 8:56 am
becker is worth reading.
Reply

48.

dave lysak said:
December 26, 2019 at 8:39 am
“Only the annihilation of life would give rise to a universal redemption in which we would once again achieve the existential peace of inorganic matter.”
merry Christmas from Ulrich Hortsmann
I wish I had come up with that line.
Reply

49.

Ed said:
December 26, 2019 at 10:24 am
Dystopian, dopamine, fever dream. New Jersey has it all:
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/dec/26/american-dream-retail-mall-new-jersey
Reply

50.

james said:
December 26, 2019 at 1:23 pm
That looks like Willy Wonka land. The artifical ski area is kept at 28F year round. Maybe it has it’s own power plant. Of course dopamine dreams can be much more simple.
dopamine dreams
Reply
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